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A (u, b, r, k, A) block design lid is a pair (!?,a) sucl_ that 
(a) PI=Q 
(b) for each B E 3, IBi= k, 
(c) for each distinct pair of points X, y in 9 there are exactly A blocks B in @ 
with X, y E B, and, as is well known, 
(d) b=I@\=ur,‘k, 
(e) r = the number of blocks’ through any point = h(u - l)/(k - 1). 
We, of course, exclude the trivial designs where all subsets of 9 of size k are 
chosen as blocks. The design is symmetric if v = b or equivalently if any two 
blocks intersect in A points. A design 9 is quasi-symmetric if there are exactly 
two block intelsection numbers, x and y (X < y ). Let B. lx a block ‘and consider 
all intersections B f3 B. for B ~58. Let Q and a’ be the frequencies of the 
intersection numbers y and x respectively. (It is easy to see that these are 
independent of BO. See (1) belowj. Follciwing [4& $3. is s-quasi-symmetric if it is 
quasi-symmetric and s = min{cr, a$ The purpose of this paper is to present an 
algorithm that for given s determines the par&me ters of all potential s-quasi- 
symmetrrr: designs. 
Using simple counting arguments, as suggested in $1, we obtain the fundamen- 
tal relations: 
ay -I- Q’X - k(r - i), (1) 
ay'+ Q’X2 = &(&A-k--U-r). (2) 
Every quasi-symmetric design is sbquasi-symmetric for some .s <$(b - I). In 
what follows all designs are assumed to be quasi-symmetric. 
There is a trivial method of sbtaining s-quasi-symmetric designs. One simply 
takes s copies of 3 symmetric Zesign. If s =G b- 1, such a multiple design is 
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obviously s-quasi-symmetric with x = ,I\ and--y = k. In wh% follows the term “s- 
quasi-s>lmmetric design” will mean (‘nontrivial s-quasi-symmetric design”. 
The well known affiue geometries provide nontrivial examples of quasi- 
symmetric designs. See [l] for a thorough discussion of affine and projective 
geometries. Briefly, the projective geometry P(d, q) is obtained by taking the 
on_e-dirnerc;fi*%al aioruala subspaces of a d + l-dimensional vector space over W?(q) as 
points and the hyperulanes as blocks. .A(d, q) is the residual of P(ci, q) obtained 
by removing a hyperplane. A(d, q) is a 
(sd, (qd” - q)/(q - 0, (4” - Wq - I), qd--l, (qd-l - Mq - “1)) 
quasi-symmetric block design with x = 0. Solving (1) and (2) we see that A, (d, q) is 
in fact (q - 1)-quasi-symmetric with y = qdW2. 
Consider family B( y, n) with parameters given by: 
V = n-y, 
b = n(n2y - l)/(n - l), 
r = ( n2y - l)i(n - l), 
k = ny, 
A = (ny - l)/(n - l), 
where 
y = 1 mod(n - 1). 
Gearly the affine geometries are a subfamily of this family and it is not difficult to 
check that the parameters of B(y, n) with y = 1 modin - 1) satisfy the necessary 
conditions for a quasi-symmet&z block design with x = 0, y = y and s = Q’ = n - 1. 
In results to be made precise below, we shall show that in many cases, all but 
finitely many s-quasi-symmetric design:; belong to the family B(y, s + l), y = 
1 mod s. 
The block graph of a quasi-symmetric design 9 is obtained as follows: The 
vertices of the block graph are the blocks of 3 and two vertices are adjacent just 
in case the blocks intersect in y points. 
A regukar graph has the property that the number of vertices adjacent to any 
vertex is a constant a. A strongly regular ,graph is regular and is not complete or 
null and is such that the number of vertices adjacent to both of two adjacent 
vertices is a constant c., while the numb~er of vertices adjacent to both of two 
non-adjacent vertices is a constant ct. A strongly regular graph is said to have 
parameters (b, a, c, d) where b is the number of vertices. 
Evidently, the block graph of a quasi-symmetric design is regular and the graph 
parameters “a” ak:ti “ 11” are the design parameters “a” and ‘VP discussed above. 
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Geothals and Seidel [2] using m:&rix methods how that strongly regular -graphs 
are associated with several combZnatorial structures. In particular they show: 
Thesrenr 2.1. The block graph dtf a quasi-symmetric de&n is strongly Iregular. 
Moreouer, 
ii) d - a = p1p2, 
(ii) c - d = pl + p2r 
where 
(iii) p1 = (r - h - k i- x)i(y - x) is an integer, 
liv) p2 = -(k - x)/fly -x) is Ltn integer. 
0ba.r~ that since XC y s k, we must h ive p2 < 0. Since a a d, we see p1 a 0 and, 
in fact, a = d if and only if p1 = 0, 
The complement of a design (9, a) is the system whose blocks consist of the 
complements of blocks in a; The following proposition extends a well known 
result about complements of designs. 
ProposWon 3.1. If 9 is a (u, b, r, k, A ) s-quasi-symmetric design, thert he cor@e- 
ment of 9 is a (u, b3 b-r, 2r - k, b - 2r +,A) s-quasi-syanmetaic de.tign with x’ = 
v-2k+x and y”=u-2k+y. 
Hence in what tallows we are only interested in designs with k s&l. 
The followin sequence of propositions will help to eliminate many special 
cases when we attempt u characterize s-quasi-symmetry. 
Prop&&n 3.2. If p2= -I, then 9 is a multiple of a symmetric design. 
Proof, l[if p2 = -1, then by Theorem Xl(iv), y = k and hence 9 is a multiple of 
some design. But the only multiple tle+,ns which are quasi-symmetric are 
multiples of symmetric designs. 
propositIon 3.3. I” a = d, then a > a’ and b s 2a. 
2%oof. Let BO and B1 be blocks with I.B;JnB,I = y. Let Al,. . . 9 A,, be the blocks 
withts,nA,j=x,l~i~a’.Pntheb~ock~apha=dinsuresthattB,nAi1=yfor 
each i. Hence a’<a and so b=a+a’-t1~2a. 
The following known results can be obtained by courrting arguments or by 
linear algebraic methods [2]. 
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llropogitisn 3.4. In any quasi+-symmetric d&gn: 
(i) a(a-c-l)=a’d, 
** 
(ii) k(r-l)(x+y)=(b-I)xy’l-k(k--l:(I, --4)+k(r--1). 
Proposition 3.5. The following ape eqtliualeW 
(i) 9 is a multiple of a symmetric design, 
(ii) d = 0, 
(iii) a = c+l. 
Proof. Thz equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follow from the above proposition and the 
fact that C: and a’ are nonzero. 
To show (i) =3 (ii), assume 9 is a multiple of a symmetric design. Then x = A 
and y == k. Let 13, and B1 be distinct blocks, i.e. (ES0 I?B,( = A. If d > 0 Ithen there is 
a block B with I&n BI = k and I& n BI = Er. But then B,, = B = B1 which con- 
tradicts the distinctness of B0 and B 1. 
Assume (ii) and (iii). Since d = 0 we have from Theorem 2.1 that a = -pip:! and 
I. z= pl + p2‘ Hence by (iii), pr(-p2) = pz + (p2 -I- 1). Since p2 s -1, we have pI(--,pz) < 
pl. But also, P.~ l 1 <pl l (-31~) and thus p1 == pl(-p2). Hence p2 = -1 and 9 is a 
multiple or a symmetric design by Proposition 3.2. 
Proposition 3.6. If a = d + 1, then a = 1: d =- 0 and 9 is a double of a symmetric 
design. 
Proof. If .‘I = d + 1, then Theorem 2.1(i) in-1 plies that p2 = - 1. The conclusions 
follow from Propositions 3.2 and 3.5. 
Proposition 3.7. If a > d then c 3 a - a’. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4(i) we have a(a -c --- 1) = a’d. Since a > d, a - c - l< a’, 
T;hus c>a-a’-1. 
Proposition 3.8. a - a’ + 1 s d 6 a. 
Proof. Let BO and B1 be blocks with (BO fl .B,I = x. Let AI, A2, . . . , A, be the 
blocks incident with B0 in y points. At most a’- 1 of these can be incident with 
B1 in x points and hence a - - (a’-- 1) G d 6 a. 
The following theorem is the key to our chxacterization of a’-quasi-symmetry. 
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Thewean 3.9. If 9 is quasi-symmetric and a = d, then @ is a’-wsi-syniinetic 
and far some t, lGtQ2’: 
(i) 2) = n2y/t2, 
(ii) k = ny/t, 
(iii) A = (ny - t)l(n - l), 
(iv) by = kt and uy = k*, 
(v) (n - 1) 1 (u - 1) and n I b, 
where n=a’+l. . . 
Proof. Ram a = d we conclude from Theorem 2.1 that pi = 0 and hence x = 
k + A -r, Substituting this in Proposition 3.4&J, we conclude 
k2A = (rk - r + A)y. 
Thus 
k2h. k2 kr 
Y =r(k.-l)+h=u=6. 
Now applying remarks (1) and (2) we see 
a’x = (a’ + 1)y - k, 
(b-W’-- l)y2 -t a’x” = k(kA-k-A+r). 
Combining (3) and (4) and simplifying yields 
(3) 
(4 
Further 
From 
see 
nk(u - k) = (n - l)u(r - A). (9 
strdghtfolward simplification’ of (5) yields 
nk(k - 1) == (n - l)hu, (6) 
nk(u - 1)l = (n - l)ur, (7) 
n(u - 1) = (n - 1)b. ($0 
(7), v(kn. Let ut=kn, Since u>k, l~t~a’==n-I. From y=k2/u we 
nk n2y 
k=y and V=T=T 
From (6) we obtain 
and from (8) we conclude 
(n-l)\(~-I) and nib. 
Let us denote the family of parameters with 2: = n2y/t2, k = ny/t and A = 
(ny - t)/(n - 1) by B(y, n, t). Then our previous family B(y, nj is just the special 
case B(y, n, 1). 
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Theorem 3.9 suggests a’ different cases need to be investigated. The next 
theorem limits t!lese cases drastically. Indeed, it follows that if Q’ is prime, we 
only need to investigate the case t = 1. 
Theorenn 3.10. (i) A necessary condition fof the j&l i2y B( y, at, t) to exist is that 
a’ 1 t(t - 1). 
(ii) The family of parameters B(y, n, u) gerierated by u = n - t is the complemettt 
of the family of parameters B(y, n, t). 
Prroof. To prove (i) recall that a’ = n - 1 and 
r=~(U-l)=(a’+l)*y-t* 
(k - 1) a’t ’ 
Hence a’ 1 y - t2. Since A is an integer we also have u’ 1 y - t. Thus u’ 1 t*- t. 
The parameters for the family generated by u are 
v = n’y/(n - t)“, 
k = ny/(rl - t), 
A = (fly - n + t)/( n - I.). 
For the complementary design the parameters are 
u c = u = n*z/t* ?qhere z = t*y/(n - t)2, 
k’=u - k’ = nzlt, 
A’ = b - 2r + A = (nz - t)/(n - 1). 
Finally, by observing that u - 2k -+ y = z, we see that “z” plays the same role in 
the complementary design that y plays in the original design. 
. Ap@kations 
We now apply the results of the previous section to find, for given s, the 
parameters of all possible s-quasi-symmetric designs. We illustrate the method 
with s = 6. We remind the reader that we are: excluding the trivial complete and 
multiple designs. .4lso, we only list s-quasi-rymmetric designs with k ~$v since 
the complement of an s-quasi -symmetric design is also s-quasi-symmetric. 
rem If 9 is Q (u, k, A) 6-quasi-syrv metric design, then 
(i) u=lo, ,k=4, A=& a=6,x=l, y=?; 
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ar (ii) 9 bebngs to the futnYy B(y, 7) with 
a’=6, x=0, 
u = 49yl9, k = 7yI3, A = (7y - 3)J6, a’ = 6, 
x = 7yl9, y =9 (mod 54). 
u = 49y, k=7y, h = (7y - 1)/6, 
y=l (mod6); 
or (iii) SJ bekongs to the fumiZy B(y, 7,3) with 
Proof. We are looking for designs with b > 12 since a 6-quasi-symmetric design 
with 6 C 12, would be s-quasi-symmetric for s = Eb - 7 c 6. 
Case I. a = 6. 
Then 63 d 3 0. The subcases d = 6, d = 5 and d = 0 are eliminated by Proposi- 
tions 3.3, 3.6 and 3.5 respectiveiy. By Proposition 3.2 we may assume p2 # -1. 
Ifd=4,thend-a= -2=p,p,andhencep,=l,p:,=--2.Thusc=p,+p,+d= 
3 and then by Proposition 3.4(i), a’ = 3. Iience b=a+a’+l=lO, which is too 
small. Incidently the (6,10,5,3,2) design is 3-quasi-symmetric with a’ = 3, CI = Qi 
If d = 3, then p1 = 1, rp2 =-3,~=3anda’=8.Henceb=l5andweobtainthe 
(10, 15,6,4,2) design with x = 1, y = 2. 
If d=2, then pl=l and p2=-4 or p1=2 and p2=-2. If pz=-4, then c=-l 
which is absurd. If p2 = -2, then c = 2, a’ = 9 and hence & = 16. But a finite check 
shows that no designs with b = 16 satisfy the necessary conditions to be 6-quasi- 
symmetric. (Note: In general for large b this requires a computer check.) 
Case II. a’= 6. 
By Proposition 3.8, 42 - 5 G d G a. 
If d =a-5, then p2= -5, c = a - 9 and this contradicts Proposition 3.7. 
Ifd=a-4,thenP2=-2org2=-4.Ifp?=-2,thenc=s-4,a=8andb=15 
again. If p2 = -4, then c = a - 7 and Proposition 3.4(i) yields the absurdity that 
6a=6a-24. 
If d = a - 3, then c = a -5, a = 9, and b = 16. But no such design exists. 
If d=u-2, then c=a-3, a!=3, b=lO. 
If d = a - 1, then Proposition 3.6 applies. 
If d = a, then we apply Theorems 3.9, 3.10 to conclude xhat G@ belongs to the 
family with t = 1 or t = 3 in Theorem 3.9. 
The following table lists all possible non trivial (see remarks before Theorem 
4.1) s-quasi-symmetric designs for s s 15. For completeness we repeat that the 
family B(y, s + 1, 1) is always present for each s. Of course, for s + 1 a prime, 
B(y, s + 1,l) contains a family of afllne geometries and hence exists infmi * ,iy 
often. The result that all non trivial l-quasi-symmetric designs belong to B(y, 2) 
was first proven in [4]. 
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Table 1. s-q;lasi-symmetric designs 
- 
S Families B(y, s + 1, t) Others Comments 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
:1 
12 
13 
14 
15 t=l,t=6 
t := 1 
t := 1 
it:= 1 
t := 1 
t :z 1 
r=l,t=3 
t=l 
t=l 
t=l 
t=l,t=t 
t=l 
t=l,r=4 
t=l 
t=l,t=7 
none 
none 
(6, 10,5,3,2), JC = 1, y = 2 
none 
none 
(10,15,6,4,::), x = 1, y = 2 
none 
none 
none 
(15,21,7,5, aa, x = 1, y = 2 
none 
(21,28,8,6,2), x = 1, y = 2 
none 
(28,36,9,7,:?b,x==l,y=2 
(19,57,21,7,7), x = 2, y = 4 
(19,57,21,7,7), x = 1, y = 3 
(35,85,17,7? 3), x = 1, y = 3 
(35,85,34,14,13), x = 5, y = 8 
(51,85,35 2 1,14), x = 8, y = 11 
none 
exists 
exists 
does not exist 
does not exist 
exists 
?” 
?* 
3 
? 
? 
* Desigr,s with these parameters exist, but I: is not known if the designs arc quasi- 
symmetric or not. 
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